AMHERST DEFEATED BY HOCKEY TEAM

Well Played Game Marred By Penalties — Final Score 4 to 0.

Tech easily defeated the Amherst hockey team by a score of 4 to 0. The game was well played throughout the entire game and penalties were frequent. Fine team work by the visiting seven kept the puck in the opponents' territory most of the game, while the clever playing of the Amherst defense prevented a larger score.

The first half showed the best hockey, with Tech able to score only once, by Storke on a pass from Sloan. The Amherst forwards were unable to get into line and the fast runners of King and Wilson into the danger zone were blocked by the defenses.

During the second period Tech practically had things to themselves though unable to score at will because of the fine defense of the Amherst point and goal. However, the first five minutes of this half team work enabled Sloan and Hurlburt to score three times. After these tallies there was no scoring and rough playing prevailed. Sloan and Hurlburt scored for Tech. King, Wilson and Shirley shone for Amherst.
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